Background: quality awards are known as one of the research interests in quality management sector. Objective: This study tries to compare quality awards. Results: In the first part we focused on Malaysian quality award, aim to introduce it as one of the successful quality awards systems. Then in the next phase of the paper we try to review the joint points and differences of the quality awards. Conclusion: Last section of this paper concludes the comparative study to improve quality awareness in the present increasing competitive world..
INTRODUCTION
Six quality awards have been introduced in the Malaysian public sector, which include the quality management circles quality award 1984; Native authority quality award 1993; Prime Minister's quality award 1990; finance ministry's' secretary general quality award 2001; public service quality award 1992; and district workplace quality award 1992. Of all the awards the Prime Ministers' quality award is seen as the best and most recognized amongst them [1] .
Seven criteria have been used as the basis for the Prime Ministers' award, these include (a) the use of information and information in management quality as a reference to the use of data quality and data for achieving quality improvement. (b) The use of human resources in reference to corporations effectiveness in their human resources management, in areas such as workers involvement, workers management, workers recognition, workers development and surrounding dealings. (c) Leadership in quality management in reference to management team roles in the initiative standard management mobilization and different connected programs. (d) Upcoming strategic method in reference to the intelligent method for the upcoming standard for organizational upcoming strategy. (e) Innovation quality improvement project in reference to the achievement of quality programs within the current year compared to years in the past, which were mostly based on the output quality innovation and client recognition. (f) Satisfaction of client in reference to the functions carried out to promote customers satisfaction. (g) Output of quality assurance in reference to the measures undertaken by a corporation to assume output standard in terms of quality procedures, documentation and quality audit [1] .
Comparative Study:
Every award has its famous classes and stress which are common areas [2] (a) every model award is comprised of 2 parts: implementation of total quality management i.e. the enablers; the reverse may be that the total results of business occur (b) Leadership importance were the main emphasis of all the three award models; employee education and coaching, information policy and strategy management method, client focus and quality management provider [3] .
According to analysis of comparative regional and natural quality awards, Vokurka et al., [4] , found important similarities within the criteria used for candidate award access. One reason was that countries that seek to prove national quality awards look towards the established awards as model for the management of total quality [5] . Different awards are different in structure and content however, there are certain value sets and principles that they share in common. According to Chuan and Shortly [5] criteria for analyzing major seven; out of the seventeen quality national awards (NQAs) around the world include strategic and planning;
leadership; data analysis; individual management; quality system and practices; resources; client or market focus; individual satisfaction; provider partner relationship; impact on society and results. Majority of these national quality awards as their association suggests showed were modeled in line with the most notable three powerful quality awards: Deming price MBNQA and EQA. Although differences exist among these national quality awards models, normally the representative standard for each national award is comparable [6] . The three quality award models provide the organization with a procedure to live their position against collective general criteria, as well as identify their weaknesses and strength within the quality practice areas and business results [7] . Accessibility to management excellence was not the issue that are requested by the award models, instead they are concerned with the factors that impact on the total quality management that they provide "what to do" and do not provide "how to do" in order to achieve the target; they do not resolve a selected characteristics of the organization, which may impact on the total quality management implementation. They do not provide detailed organizational pointers for use in quality management practice improvement. All the quality management procedures are not provided for use to prevail over the organizations weaknesses. Thus some difficulties have been encountered by the organization why adopting the standard award models effectively, and enhance their management quality practices. Moreover, it is not clear the differences in quality management procedures that are regularly used to enhance the performance of organizations quality [3] . The criteria for quality award difficulty are that they only provide broad pointers and its distress to recognize that organizational results and practices are obtained from the utilization of total quality management programs. The criteria of quality award sometimes promote practices that do not seem to supply any business worth for a corporation. The existing idea was that the corporation receives profit from approaches due to total quality management; however, this conception was mainly based on believe, instead of analysis based on facts. Detailed data failed to prevail in areas that are more helpful as well as the means by which resources are brought to such areas. The data was unable to be supplied by the total quality management, even if one amongst the major practices within the discipline is that the measurement of organizational performance. Of all the areas of central management one was within the criteria award; data analysis obviously fails to supply the proof and direction for improvement for longer term of the discipline [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Conclusion:
As suggested by Thiagarajan and Zairi [12] , the model for national quality award was observed as the most effective means of assessing competence and organizational capability. A country's efforts are conjointly represented to strengthen quality awareness in the present increasing competitive world.
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